Abstract. We give a direct proof of the fact that if player TWO of a certain infinite game on a metric space has a winning strategy, then the space is a union of countably many of its compact subsets.
In an old paper [3] Menger introduced a property for topological spaces, which is nowadays known as Menger's property. In [2] , Hurewicz reformulated Menger"s property in a way that lends itself naturally to game-theoretic formulation: A space is said to have the Menger property if there is for every sequence i&\, ...,&",.. .) of open covers of X, a sequence (%?x,..., %?n,... ) such that each ^ is a finite subset of ^n and \J£=X ^ is an open cover of X. The Menger game is played as follows: Players ONE and TWO play an inning for each positive integer n. In the «-th inning, ONE chooses an open cover %n of X and TWO responds by choosing a finite subset ^ of %n . Player TWO wins the play i% , Tx,...,%, Tn,...) if IJ"!i ^ is a cover for X ; otherwise, ONE wins. We denote this game M(X). The earliest to study this game was Hurewicz himself. In Theorem 10 of his 1925 paper [2] Theorem 1. Let X be a metric space such that TWO has a winning strategy in M(X). Then X is a union of countably many of its compact subsets. Proof. Since TWO has a winning strategy in M(X), X is a Lindelöf space. Since X is a metric space, it is second countable. Let ¿@ be a countable basis of open subsets of X for the topology of X. We let 21 denote the collection of open covers of X which consist of countably many elements of 3 § . Let a be a winning strategy for TWO.
For each x G <03co , define a subset CT of X and an element ,fT of 21 as follows:
(1) Q = n{LJ^):g'6g}.
(2) Observe that {Ut7(^) : ^ G 21} is a countable collection; accordingly, choose elements &{"), n < a>, from 21 such that C<¡¡ -flíU0'^«)) : n < co}. : & G 21}, we see that there are countably many elements, say &x^("), n < oe, of 2t such that c* = fKU CT(%o)).SUc/o) :n<a>}, which defines ^-(n) for each n . We now prove two things: (1) X = [){CX : x e <wco}, and (2) each CT is a compact subset of X.
To see that (1) As mentioned earlier, Theorem 4 of [1] implies that there is always a set of real numbers on which the Menger game is undetermined.
